Scouts NI - Virtual Scouting Guidance

Virtual Sessions
Guidance & Activity Ideas for
Weekly Virtual Meetings

Scouts@Home
Below are some ideas that you may wish to incorporate into your weekly meetings:
Hidden Object Game - Use the screen share function on Zoom to share the hidden
object worksheet. Challenge the Beavers to find the objects within a time limit or be
the first to ‘buzz in’.
Vegetable People - Encourage children to make their vegetable person beforehand
and then spend some time letting the Beavers show off their creation and telling the
group about how they made it and if they have given it a name. Alternatively run this
activity as a craft during the session, under the instruction of a leader.
Playdough—Create the Playdough as part of your meeting by talking through each
step. Once created give the group 5 minutes to make whatever they can. Ask each
individual to explain what they have made and show it to the group.
Hunt the Rainbow—Play this simple version of ‘Hunt the Rainbow’ in your virtual
meeting by asking the group to find rainbow coloured objects around the home. This
could be one done one colour at a time or all seven colours in one go. Set a timer (30
seconds per item) and award points for those back in time.
Cartoon Characters—Run this activity as a quiz using screen share. Show the cartoon
silhouettes and ask the Beavers to write down their answers on a piece of paper. At
the end, go through the answers to see who got most right.
Pictionary —Use the white board option on Zoom under ‘screen share’ and get one
player to draw for the others to guess. Categories could include nature, animals,
places or maybe cartoon characters?
Duck—One person is nominated to be ‘it’. At some point over the next 30 secs they
must drop to the floor out of sight of the camera. Once the person has dropped the
last person to do so receives a penalty point. Continue the game with a different
person to be nominated ‘it’. The child/children with the least penalty points at the
end of the game wins.

